All the Machete Group are Having a Twitch
ጌታቸው ረዳ (ኢትዮጵያን ሰማይ አዘጋጅ)

The first photo turned to be look alike Hailemariam Desaleng with
confision and uncertainity, the second seemed to be viciously unhappy
and angry, and the third is really disappointed, sad and depressed. Why?
We will talk below. Only in America!
On Monday, Ethiopia, and its blessed womb, and her ‘God’s name’, the
miraculous God of Ethiopia (Egziabher) was heralded loudly at the
house of the ethnic cows in Addis Abeba unexpectedly by a member of
the fascist organization named “OPDO”, a brutal organization
responsible for thousands of Amhara’s death and deportation from the so
called “Oromiya” a newly elected Weyane’s PM Abey Ahmed Ali liftup every Pan Ethiopian to higher hope of euphoria with his unexpected
Pan-Ethiopian speech.
Abey’s Pan Ethiopianist speech was something we all of us hear him as
it was a dream. It has a great impact inside the soul of the Pan
Ethiopianist emotions. To hear such unexpected Pan-Ethiopiansit bombshell from the fascist circle is a very strange phenomenon! I am thrill
with his speech.
On the other hand, his Pan Ethiopianism speech was a blow, a dagger
blow to the psych of all the hate mongers and secessionists, best
referred as “the machete elites” (ሜንጫ ግሩፕ/የጥላቻ ባህታውያን) . We the

Pan Ethiopiansits were hit by the unexpected pleasurable euphoria from
Abey’s speech, on the contrary, Abey’s speech caused the OLFites go
crazy to a serious, serious mental twitches. The Jawarias, the Ezkielites
and the Gabissas are whining and complaining against Abey for holding
up higher his Ethiopian nationalism for the whole world to hear and see
it. Listen to this interview,
Jawar Mohammed, Ezekiel Gebissal & Henok Gabisa On Dr Abiy
Ahmed's First Inaugural Address
https://youtu.be/HoRP2vX2eu8
you will hear their doomed psych crying and flying from facts. You will
laugh at their mumbling and crying with all their defeated excuses and
hard to understand their blurred words to words clearly showing their
defeated psych. I am glad they cry! And they are twitching now very
badly. Go Abey! And tell them as you eloquently told “ኢትዮጵያዊ
ከኢትዮጵያ ታወጡት እንደሆነ እንጂ ኢትዮጵያን ከኢትዮጵያዊ ልብ ልታወጡት አትችሉም!”
Lord of Ethiopia Have mercy!!! The Machetes groups are really feeling the hot
desert! He, really send them a shock, telling them “stop preaching hate against
the beloved የለምለሚትዋ Ethiopia ማህፀን”! Can’t kick the feeling when it hits!
Uh, Oh Uh!!!
Abey’s superb Pan Ethiopian speech was unheard and uniquely
recorded since 1991. Am expecting Abey to bring a radical change while
he is within the Fascists and surrounded by opportunist individuals
working with such brutal party? My answer is no- I already wrote my
comment last week reason why it is going to be difficult for him to bring
radical change. Read my commentary- “A Rotten Apple, Plus a Rotten
Apple, Plus a Rotten Apple, you may continue adding up more rotten
apples- will never Produce a Good healthy Apple!” (Welkait.com and
Ethiopatriots.com, Ethiopanorama.com and Ethioexplorer.com), having
said, Abey managed to brainwashed the entire nation with Pan
Ethiopianism holly water. That in itself is the first thing that was lacking
to wake up the nation from its dormant apartheid atmosphere! It is this

point why the hate mongers from the Oromo group are trying to
downgrade his performance speech which is full of Ethiopian flavor
His Pan Ethiopian Speech mentioning God of Ethiopia which was
absent and unheard for 27 years in ‘The House of the TPLF cows’ was
a pleasant fragrant sent from the deep sky of Ethiopian for all men and
women prescribed as a God’s therapy. The saying ‘Nothing is powerful
than the power of words’ is absolutely true. The last 27 years all the hate
group and secessionist herds (TPLF/OLF elites) truly managed to
brutally suppress and ruined the Pan Ethiopia love and unity fabric. No
question, Abey gave a great Pan Ethiopian speech, an eloquently
presented with a unique conclusion “MAY GOD BLESS ETHIOPIA!”.
This in itself caused the secessionist puccinellas to flop to their hell
floor after they heard him calling Ethiopia’s sovereignty is above any
politics”. Yes, I hear you, brother!
All you the ‘machete groups’ can downgrade Abey’s Pan Ethiopian
speech, and you can do that all you want, at the end of the day, his
speech was a pleasant aroma and managed to neutralized the sticking air
you all spoiled it for over 40 years since OLF establishment. Each
villager heard the name ETHIOPIA and the name GOD OF ETHIOPIA.
That is a shock and blow dagger for you all hate mongers and ignorant
elites!
I can only pass this message to all the hate group leaders—‘If you or
your puppets are sick to hear the name Ethiopia, and if it is affecting you,
that means you are defeated.” As they say, ‘When defeat comes, accept
it as a signal that your plans are not sound.” I wish all the ‘Machete
Group’ a recovery from the heat they are suffering in order to obey the
God deep universe of the Ethiopian sky from where miracles rained like
that of the Monday Aroma !
መልካም ፋሲካ ይሁንላችሁ!
God Have mercy! And you surely did on Monday!
ጌታቸው ረዳ (Ethiopian Semay)

